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What's in this report below is pretty heady; in two pages it involves communicating to you certain complicated information
that the state requires we communicate about our HOA... that, interwoven with the fiscal and administrative complexity of
that our HOA is a corporation in charge of $6,000,000 worth of 'common assets' – our roads – that access $20,000,000+ 
worth of private property and land improvements.  It all involves financial planning regarding a time scope of 30 years, 
including both income and expenditures.  So please bear with the unfolding of this information.  Everything below is 
required by state law to be divulged to all owners.     

State laws governing our HOA require that we have an “independent reserve study professional” perform a comprehensive
physical inspection and analysis and then fiscal recommendation regarding all periodic forecastable road repairs projected 
30 years into the future.  As indicated from the minutes of the January 18, 2020 Board meeting, the official state-required 
Reserve Study was completed and received by the Board (January 14, 2020).  That study cost our HOA $1200.00.  HOA 
members are welcome to request a PDF sent to them of the full report.  The Reserve Study includes information that the 
HOA is required to disclose to all HOA members per state laws in RCW64.38 regarding Reserve Funding.  

This completes the state legal requirement for conducting the reserve study, however, the study is very inadequate as a 
practical stand-alone tool for us to use for actual applicable reserve fund planning.  An HOA like ours who manages 32+ 
miles of gravel roads as the main reserve component is virtually an anomaly compared to the 'independent reserve study' 
service industry; that industry is geared toward performing studies for HOAs whose main reserve components are things 
like pools, fences, clubhouse re-roofing, etc., like a condominium association.  What this means is that to perform an 
actually functional independent professional study for our scenario we would have to gather and pay several independent 
professions – a civil engineer, an economist/accountant, a civil project manager, possibly legal counsel, and a reserve study 
professional – and craft together a cooperative custom analysis.  Such a custom analysis is not required by state law or our 
HOA governing documents.  

According to estimates by two qualified professionals on our Board, including having input from some of the professions 
mentioned above, such a cooperative professional task would cost the HOA approximately $20,000.00 or more and would 
still substantially rely on base information the Board provides them.  At this point, given the scale of HOA funds and ability 
to generate income, the Board feels that such a study would be unduly burdensome for the HOA to bear the cost of.  
Further, RCW64.38.090 exempts our HOA from having to perform such an expensive level of Reserve Study because the 
cost of that study would exceed 5% of our annual budget.  

However, what we will do as an alternative is have our two qualified Board members perform this custom analysis as 
volunteers while also incorporating into it the information we have already received from the professional study 
performed in January.  Brett Coffman and Kirk Johnson are long-time experienced in the arena of civil and construction 
project management, road maintenance and building, civil engineering standards, fiscal projectioning and pricing, business
management, and are deeply familiar with our roads, CCR requirements and what the actual purpose of state laws 
regarding Reserve Study intended.  So over time this year they will pull together this analysis and provide it to the HOA for 
fiscal consideration.

You will notice that in the Proposed Budget for 2020/2021 there is $3000 budgeted for “Reserve Fund Savings”.  For now 
this amount is a general contribution of available funds going toward all future fiscal needs and requirements.  The $3000 
simply represents an amount the Board feels comfortable adding into savings that does not jeopardize at least a minimum 
level of road maintenance in this year's budget.  As has been repeatedly expressed by this Board since 2018, our annual 
assessments are too low to meet all HOA needs, such is why the Board has methodically pursued raising annual 
assessments and securing a special assessment.  

There are two different legal requirements for our savings:
1. Our CCRs at Article IV, Section 4 require that the HOA have assessments at a level to, among other things, 

“...establish an adequate reserve fund for the maintenance, repair, and improvement of the roads and any other 
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Common Areas, plus any other costs or fees incurred by the Association.”
2. RCW 64.38.070 states, in part, “(1) A reserve study as described in RCW64.38.065 is supplemental to the 

association's operating and maintenance budget.  In preparing a reserve study, the association shall estimate the 
anticipated major maintenance, repair, and replacement costs, whose infrequent nature make them impractical 
to be included in an annual budget.”  There are also specifics about disclosing a calculated contribution rate to the
state required1 reserve fund, and specifics about accounting for it separately from the rest of HOA savings.

Because our historical HOA income rate has been too low, and because meeting the needs of the two above savings 
requirements and complicated associated administration has not been fully addressed by prior Boards, we are still in the 
early stages of accomplishing all that is required about this.  As stated above we expect to have this comprehensive goal 
fully assessed and in place later this year.  

Per RCW64.38.025(3) we are required to disclose to the membership the following specific additional information 
accompanying the Proposed Budget regarding the state-required Reserve Fund and Study.  Again, state laws require us to 
relate to you this information relative to the official Reserve Study even though the final fiscal plan for assessments and 
expenditures adopted by the Board will differ from much of the Reserve Study:

• The Board will support and pursue raising the annual assessments 10% next fiscal year (2021/2022).
• The $3000 budgeted for this year's contribution to savings does not meet with the January 2020 official Reserve 

Study recommended contribution rate of approximately $210,000.00 in order to make the Reserve Fund fully 
funded according to the Study's recommendations.

• The Reserve Study recommends that our HOA have $231,482.20 as a current “Fully Funded Reserve Balance”.  The
Reserve Study only accounts for this year's $3000 contribution as being the total amount of money in the Reserve 
Fund, which would be 1.3% of the total recommended fund amount.  However, as we commented in various 
statements above, the Study is an inadequate tool on its own and much work has yet to be done to make final 
reasonably accurate fiscal forecasts and determinations.  Not yet incorporated into a total 'reserve funding 
picture' is the fact that our HOA has a gross existing savings amount of $51,345.64; if we were to assume that a 
large portion of that – say 75% of it – would be for the state-required Reserve Fund then that amount plus this 
year's $3000 contribution would suggest that 18% of our recommended Reserve Fund is funded.  Obviously the 
total existing reserve funds and this year's contribution will not meet with the Reserve Study recommendations.

• Referencing the January 2020 Reserve Study chart entitled, “Projections – Component Calculation Method” (page 
27 of 34 in the PDF) it recommends that the Reserve Fund be brought up to full recommended funding over the 
course of the next (7) years.  According to that information, and assuming that 100% of all assessments would be 
collected for all (310) Lots, the Study recommends the following assessment changes be implemented per Lot just
to fund the Reserve Fund:
◦ for fiscal year 2020/2021, compared to the current rate of $193.60 per Lot, annual assessments should be 

increased by $817.00 per Lot for a total of $1010.60 per Lot.  An increase of this amount would require an 
assent vote of at least 25% of the membership.  

◦ for fiscal year 2021/2022, compared to the prior year's rate of $1010.60 per Lot, annual assessments should 
be increased by $86.00 per Lot for a total of $1096.60 per Lot.

◦ for fiscal year 2022/2023, compared to the prior year's rate of $1096.60 per Lot, annual assessments should 
be increased by $42.00 per Lot for a total of $1138.60 per Lot.

◦ for fiscal year 2023/2024, compared to the prior year's rate of $1138.60 per Lot, annual assessments should 
be increased by $222.00 per Lot for a total of $1360.60 per Lot.  An increase of this amount would require an 
assent vote of at least 25% of the membership. 

◦ for fiscal year 2024/2025, compared to the prior year's rate of $1360.60 per Lot, annual assessments should 
be decreased by $232.00 per Lot for a total of $1128.60 per Lot.

◦ for fiscal year 2025/2026, compared to the prior year's rate of $1128.60 per Lot, annual assessments should 
be left the same for a total of $1128.60 per Lot.

◦ for fiscal year 2026/2027, compared to the prior year's rate of $1128.60 per Lot, annual assessments should 
be increased by $21.00 per Lot for a total of $1128.60 per Lot.

Please again understand that the above speculated changes only address potential state-required2 reserve 
funding, according to the recommendations in the January 2020 Reserve Study.  This does not include potential 

1 Please see the correction in error explanation, noticed to the membership in June 2020.  
2 Same as footnote 1.
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rate changes to deal with potential changes in regular planned annual maintenance or other normal annual costs; 
those projections will be incorporated into an overall fiscal plan (including the Reserve Fund) being created now 
and through this year.                
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